Our Nova Series features direct glazed glass that creates a seamless and elegant design. The large pane glass (LoE 272) allows the most amount of light into your home. The 45 comes in a craftsman profile and is available in Smooth and Fir Grain.

**NOVA 45**

**DIRECT GLAZED**

6'8" or 8'0" FULL LITE DOOR

**AVAILABLE WIDTHS**

2'0" • 2'6" • 2'8" • 3'0"

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

1. COMPOSITE STILE CAP
2. FULL LENGTH LVL (Hinge & Strike side, for extra rigidity)
3. INSULATED ¼" GLASS (LoE 272)
4. COMPRESSION MOLDED FIBERGLASS SKIN
5. LEAK PROTECTION GLAZING TAPE
6. INTEGRALLY MOLDED GLASS STOP
7. HIGH INSULATION RIGID FOAM
8. ADA COMPLIANT BOTTOM RAIL
9. COMPOSITE BOTTOM RAIL
6'8" NOVA SERIES - DRS/F1DL

8'0" NOVA SERIES - DRS/F1D80L

NOVA 45
DIRECT GLAZED
6'8" or 8'0" FULL LITE DOOR
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plastpro®
THE DOOR OF REALITY & INNOVATION